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Minecraft: part three

The gang follow the Adjective bits of marshmallow through the woods knowing it will lead to the

kidnapping bandits. Rather unexpectedly they spot something strange deep in the woods.

'what is that?' Asked Steve.

'I think I recognise it.' Rory said. 'But I'm not sure. It looks a little like...'

'A spaceship!' Ivy said suddenly.

'yes!' Said Rory. 'It is a spaceship but it has crashed. Let's go investigate, someone might need help'.

They Adverb walked over to the ship. It was Adjective , Adjective , and Adjective .

It looked damaged but the group could see movement. There were people inside!

Once inside the ship the gang find a whole crew of people wearing different coloured space suits. They could see

colour , colour , colour , colour , colour , and colour . Six in

total.

The colour1 1 one came to the front and greeted the group.

'Hello strangers. We mean you no harm, we are simply trying to repair our ship so we can get back to

location .'



'We would be happy to help you.' Said Pikachu Aledolous.

'We would be very grateful for the help!' The crew said.

'There is just one problem' the colour one whispered as they stepped forward. 'We have an imposter on

the crew, they are quite dangerous and we were about to eject them from the ship.'

'So why didn't you?' asked Rory

'Well, we didn't have time because the ship crashed and well ... none of us can remember who the imposter was.

Can you help us work it out?'

'Of course!' The group agreed Adverb .

'One question before we start.' Said Rory. 'How did you end up crashing?'

'Well,' the colour2 joined in. 'My memory is a little Adjective but from what I can remember, we

got caught up in a tractor beam and dragged down by some soft and sticky looking people.'

'The



marshmallow bandits!' Said Ivy.

'What could they be planning?' Asked Steve.

'I don't know. But whatever it is we need to stop them. And we need to start by helping this crew with their

imposter.' Rory said as he started to explore the ship.
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